
'Entre Mis Venas' (In My Veins) is a song inspired by

Ceci's first tour experience and the many impactful

encounters that she now carries within. The song aims to

collect every memory, story, interaction, and smaller

everyday moments that she has shared with her listeners

and with every person who has supported her across

cities, stages, cafés, and more. In the lyrics, she

describes ways in which she feels she has changed as an

artist and as a person, combined with chords that evoke

feelings of nostalgia, longing, and warmth.

 

Musically, 'Entre Mis Venas' switches gears from Ceci's

previous  guitar-based songs to very prominent synth

sounds that surround the folk-pop arrangement. The

song feels more spacey and ethereal, while maintaining

Ceci's signature dynamic and higher-range melodic

lines.

Ceci Juno is an Ecuadorian singer-songwriter who

has dedicated her life to exploring music in its

many forms. Experimenting with styles from pop

and rock to R&B, Ceci has always loved making

music for her and for everyone who connects to it.

 

Ceci has shared the stage with Latinamerican and

European artists such as Monsieur Periné, Bomba

Estéreo, Jorge Drexler, and Erlend Øye. She

describes these experiences as life-changing, and

as some of the most significant moments in her

career. When she's not writing songs or presenting

new material, she works as a neurologic music

therapist, using music to help people from all ages

to recover from neurologic diseases.
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